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SECTION 42-615, IDAHO CODE

PROPOSED BUDGET FOR SUCCEEDING YEAR. Each watermaster shall, at least
fourteen (14) days prior to the annual meeting of the water users of the water district, also
prepare a proposed budget for the succeeding year, together with a distribution of the amount of
the budget to the respective water users, using the actual deliveries for the past irrigation season
or seasons, as the basis for distribution. The proposed budget and distribution shall be submitted
to the water users for consideration and approval at the next annual water meeting.

In conformity with the above statute,I hereby submit a Proposed Budget for 2O2-O
(rnaa1

WATERMASTER

(This reporl must be forwarded to the Secretary of the last Annual Water User's Meeting of your District.)
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NEXT \'EAR

WATERMASTER'S PROPOSED BUDGET
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Complete this proposed budget report form as follows:

1) Enter water right holder name, corresponding IDWR water right mrnber or numbers, and corresponding diversion name and./or remarks on page 2;

2) If you wish to estimate next season's assessments based on the average delivery of past seasons, then enter the actual water deliveries to each user fbr the past two to five
seasons on page 3. You have the option of using at least the past two seasons or up to five seasons for averaging. You also have the option of usng last year's delivery or one year's

day or 24 hours. For example, a continuous diversion of 2 cfs over 20 days would equal 40 24-hour second l'eet.

3) If using the averaging method, enter the average delivery lbr past seasons in column 6 of page 3. If you are not averaging, then enter each usels delivery fiom last year in
column 5 and skip column 6.

and expenses, or average past seasons' costs and expenses as an aid in determining next year's budget. A more detailed listingor itemaation of expenses and salariis can be
attached to thrs tbrm.

to obtain a rurit cost factor.

6) Under column 7 , page 3, multiply the unit cost factor by e ach user's past season or average past seasons deliveries to obtain the estimated billing for the next year-

a user had a credit, subtract that credit from his or her estimated billing in column 7 of this report, and enter the difference or adjusted amount in column 8. If a user had a debit,
then add that debit to his or her billing amount shown in column 7 and show as adjusted billing in column 8.

8) Sign the report and retain to present to the water users at the next annual meeting for the water district.
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